Abdurrahman Simsek
Web Developer
AREAS OF EXPERTISE

PERSONAL SUMMARY

Wordpress

HTML+CSS+JS

Proficient and creative WordPress developer with a strong history in website
management and development. Experienced in SEO and PPC campaign creation.
Expert in all aspects of WordPress, Divi Theme, Woocommerce, LMS website
creation, including design, plug-ins, and implementation. Skilled in creating
engaging and interactive websites. Excel at team projects and leadership. Detailoriented and knowledgeable in various programming languages. Dedicated to
superior customer service at all levels from the first meeting with a client to the
website maintenance after launch.

Php, MySQL

CAREER HISTORY

Woocommerce
Divi, Elementor, WP Bakery

Building templates
Google SEO, ADS Expert
cPanel, WHM, Plesk
e-commerce functionality

Adobe Photoshop
Web application developmen
t

Web Developer- Aba Consulting
Wordpress PHP Developer - Roiva
Wordpress Developer - Ege Digital
CTO - Ege Pazarından Yerli Ürünler
 -Excellent ability to troubleshoot and work with clients to solve problems
or find solutions to requests.
 -Solid background in managing interactive elements of websites to create
a fulfilling user experience based upon client guidelines.
 -Superior skills in working with a team to create websites that will exceed
customer expectations.
 -Ability to work well under pressure to meet hard deadlines and stay
within budget while still being able to provide clients with exactly what
they want.
 -Committed to providing secure websites that use the latest methods to
protect against all types of threats.

CAREER STATEMENT
“I have been developing business websites,e-commerce sites, and websites for professionals for seven years. I have been also
setting up marketplace sites, learning management systems and keeping managing them. While doing so, I have been using
wordpress and woocommerce in an advanced degree. I can also manupulate themes and plugins. I can use divi builder,
elementor and wp bakery build as theme builders also in an advanced level. Additionally, I am also very knowledgable in
html and css. I can manupilate themes and plugins with javascript and php if necessary.I can also design logos and optimize
visuals using photoshop. I am also proficient in e-commerce systems. I can make whole product import/export. I can work on
CVS files and provide shipping and payment integrations. While i was working remote, I could use tools like basecamp,
asana, slack and discord efficiently. I had created multilanguage websites.I am knowledgable to the all processes of a setting
up a website from zero to final product. I have advanced knowledge in Google SEO. I am also proficient in the topics of
optimization of a security and speed of a website. I am proficient in Google ads and i also manage advertisement campaigns
of the companies which I have created websites for. I can transform the designs created in sketch and marvel app to a
proper wordpress theme, I have done so for my previous customers. I can answer all the design requests when demanded.
Fort the projects i have worked on I never had any problems with deadlines. I always deliver my projects fully tested in all
aspects."
My portfolio page: https://abdurrahmansimsek.com
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